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Abstract

Observations of molecular emission lines from interstellar gas clouds, particularly in
the infrared and (sub)millimeter parts of the electromagnetic spectrum, contain
valuable data regarding overall physical factors such as kinetic temperature and gas
density. The existing software for efficiently extracting this information is limited and
in need of enhancement. ReverseRADEX is a tool developed for obtaining such
conditions from molecular line spectra, that can be applied to molecular clouds and
star- and planet-forming regions. ReverseRADEX, was developed and thereby tested
only for CO and the aim of this thesis is to extend its usefulness to other interstellar
molecules, to increase the information that can be obtained about conditions such as
kinetic temperature and gas density. Variability in accuracy in the results when testing
different molecules, shows that further modifications and extended testing are needed
to make ReverseRADEX reliable for real observational data. The thesis highlights the
need for more advanced development and modifications for a wider range of
applications in Astrophysics.
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1 Introduction
Due to transitions in molecules in interstellar space, spectral lines can be observed in specific
parts of the electromagnetic spectrum. The region between about 1.0 and 1000 µm, i.e. (far)
infrared and (sub)millimeter, provides most information to study molecular clouds and star-
and planet-forming regions. Molecular rotational and vibrational transitions that cause lines in
this part of the spectrum happen at temperatures below 1000 K. In addition, at infrared
wavelengths there is less extinction and lines are easier to observe. The extinction can be in the
range of 0.1 to a few magnitudes per kiloparsec, however exact values vary depending on the
specific characteristics of the region (Draine 2011).
The study of those line spectra, i.e. spectroscopy, provides a lot of information to characterize
phenomena unfolding in those clouds and regions. To be more precise, it provides a wealth of
knowledge about the composition, temperature, densities and several other physical conditions
in those regions. For example, it is already known that when a solar-type star forms, it starts at
temperatures of about 10 K and a density between 103 to 104 cm-3, when cores collapses and
the forming continues, the temperature can rise to tens or hundreds of kelvins and densities in
the core can increase to 108 to 109 cm-3. Besides, those regions show a rich and varied
chemistry, which includes the presence of complex organic molecules (Jørgensen et al. 2020).1

The values of those conditions can be obtained by comparing line intensities in observed
spectra to what is predicted by theoretical computations (LeBlanc 2010). These computations
involve adjusting the molecule’s abundance to enhance the alignment between theoretical
spectral lines and the observed ones, thereby maximizing the accuracy of the fit. Depending on
what condition you want to calculate, different parameters need to be considered. For example,
when computing density, Einstein’s A coefficient and collisional data are used and when
computing kinetic temperature, the upper state energy in kelvin is used.

As observations do not directly contain relevant information about the source, astronomers use
models to infer physical conditions from the line intensities. However, the tools to get the
information quickly and in a practical manner are scarce. One of these tools is RADEX, which
is a programme for non-LTE (local thermal equilibrium) models of interstellar line spectra
(Van der Tak et al. 2007). Non-LTE circumstances occur when a celestial object lacks
equilibrium between radiation and matter at specific wavelengths, this requires more complex
models like RADEX to calculate properties (for further details see section 2.1.1).
RADEX is a radiative transfer code, used to calculate the intensities of atomic and molecular
lines that are produced in a uniform medium. This programme is based on statistical
equilibrium calculations covering both radiative and collisional processes. In addition,
radiative contributions from background sources are included in the calculations.
The input consists of the geometry of the object, a molecular data file, the kinetic temperature
(K), the density of collisional partner(s) (cm-3), background temperature (K), column density
(cm-2), and line width (km/s). The output first summarizes the input parameters, followed by a
line-by-line listing of upper state energy (K), frequency (GHz), wavelength (µm), excitation

1 In this thesis, complex organic molecules are defined as carbon-bearing molecules with at least six
atoms (Herbst et al. 2009).
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temperature (K), optical depth, peak intensity (K), and line flux (both in units of K km/s and
erg/s cm2) (see section 2.1.3).

In an earlier bachelor’s thesis the programme of RADEX was reversed (Van der Mooren
2021). As a result, line intensities can be specified as input and some of the input values of
RADEX have become the output, such are the kinetic temperature (K), the column density
(cm-2) and the density of collisional partner(s) (cm-3). This way the optimization process of
matching model spectra to observed line spectra is automated, which ensures that the values
are computed faster. That is to say, one run in ReverseRADEX produces the same results that
would require multiple runs in RADEX.
ReverseRADEX has been developed specifically for CO and the goal now is to extend it to
other molecules. This programme can be highly valuable to obtain those values about line
intensities, for which no easy solutions are currently available. The extension to other
molecules increases its value, as the information that can be obtained with the spectral lines of
CO is limited and will be extended when data from other molecules can be applied as well.
This way even more information about temperature and densities can be collected.

This thesis is dedicated to testing and improving ReverseRADEX for broader molecular
applicability and higher accuracy, to the extent required. Hundreds of interstellar molecules are
known and new ones are still being discovered. H2 is the most abundant, therefore its density is
widely used to estimate physical conditions in interstellar space.
Furthermore, this thesis aims to enhance usability by making ReverseRADEX more accessible
and easier to use. In this way, it can be used with certainty in practical applications by
astronomers and other interested parties.

The structure of this thesis is as follows. Section 2 discusses the required background
information and theories, including a further explanation on RADEX and RevereseRADEX.
Section 3 introduces the method used and how the research was conducted. Section 4 presents
the results with the appropriate explanations. Section 5 discusses the result and suggests
possible follow-up steps. Finally, section six presents the conclusion.

Figure 1: The rotational
levels of CO on the left,
with corresponding
wavelengths. The graph on
the right shows the CO
emission lines in the
direction of the Orion
Kleinmann-Low nebula2

2 Image credits: https://ned.ipac.caltech.edu/level5/Sept12/Scoville/Scoville8_1.html
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2 Theory
2.1 RADEX
As announced in section 1, RADEX is a software tool, designed for non-LTE modeling of line
spectra. It serves as a radiative transfer programme, specifically employed to simulate the
excitation and radiation transfer processes within interstellar molecular clouds. In the
following sections, the features and applications of RADEX will be discussed in greater detail
(Van der Tak 2017).

2.1.1 Non-LTE
When gas is very dense, collisions between particles become crucial. At these high densities,
the equations that describe the behavior of atoms or molecules can be simplified by using the
Boltzmann equation (see section 2.3.1) .
In these high density conditions, the distribution of particles in different energy states depends
mainly on the kinetic temperature of the gas (Tkin). This simplification happens because in
these conditions, collisions are the dominant factor affecting the distribution of states.
However, in more general scenarios, other processes, like radiation, also play a role. In these
cases, the populations of different states not only depend on temperature, but also on factors
like gas density and the entire range of internal radiation that interacts with the atom or
molecule through absorption and stimulated emission.
A Local Thermodynamic Equilibrium (LTE) in stellar astrophysics means that not only
internal states and molecular motions but also ionization balance, molecular abundances, and
the local radiation source function at all frequencies are assumed to be in equilibrium at the
same temperature. The local aspect referred to each layer of depth in a layered atmosphere
where temperature and density could vary. In these cases the excitation temperature (Tex), that
is the temperature used in the Boltzmann equation, equals Tkin everywhere (for further
explanation on the Boltzmann equation see section 2.3.1).
There exists also quasi-LTE, where a constant or fixed Tex is assumed. For these cases, Tex is
the parameter in the Boltzmann distribution, which has a different value for each species in the
quasi-LTE case (Van der Tak et al. 2020).
Non-LTE assumes that the system is not in thermodynamic equilibrium at every point, which
means that various physical conditions, such as temperature and density can vary throughout
the region or cloud. For non-LTE Tex generally has a different value for each transition. For
both quasi-LTE and non-LTE Tex can deviate significantly from Tkin.
A celestial object is in a state of non-LTE when the interactions between particles are not
frequent enough to establish equilibrium, which is often the case in low-density environments.
In addition, at typical temperatures in molecular clouds, collisional ionization is usually not a
significant factor. Therefore, non-LTE calculations are more complex, as the Boltzmann
distribution no longer holds. This is where RADEX will come into play, as it allows properties,
e.g. Tex, to be calculated in these circumstances.

2.1.2 Applications
The output of RADEX helps to understand a wide range of astronomical problems, the main
application is to the interstellar medium with a focus on star- and planet-forming regions (Van
der Tak et al. 2020). With the created spectra of molecular lines, physical conditions as well as
chemical composition can be studied. Therefore, the understanding of complex processes in
different astronomical environments is broadened. RADEX is particularly useful in the field of
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molecular astrophysics. A couple of circumstances where RADEX can be applied will be
outlined below.

Primarily, the programme is applicable to molecular clouds. Molecular clouds are a type of
interstellar cloud, which can be divided into diffuse and dense molecular clouds. For diffuse
clouds the typical density is between 100 and 500 nH (cm-3) and the typical temperature is in
the range of 30 to 100 K. For dense clouds the density is larger than 104nH (cm-3) and the
temperature lies between 10 to 50 K (Snow et al. 2006). The high density permits the
formation of molecules, while the high column density prevents their destruction by UV
radiation. The most commonly formed molecule is molecular hydrogen (H2), hence these
clouds are characterized by high H2 density. In the inner regions star formation takes place,
possible due to the high density. Star-Forming regions consist mainly of gas and dust, where
dust grains play a very important role in regulating physics and chemistry. Some molecules are
formed on their surfaces and dust absorbs and scatters starlight, which causes starlight passing
through interstellar clouds to be attenuated. RADEX allows, by obtaining the line spectra, to
model the excitation and radiative transfer of the molecular lines in the different parts of these
dense clouds. Besides the temperature and density, abundance of various molecular species is
especially important in these places. This is crucial to learn more about those regions’ physical
conditions and chemical composition and is made possible by the use of RADEX.

Another important implementation of RADEX is the interstellar medium. For example,
obtained data on diffuse and translucent clouds also help astronomers to investigate their
composition and physical and chemical properties. Translucent clouds have higher densities
than diffuse ones, but lower densities than dense clouds. Their densities fall in the range of 500
to 5000 nH (cm-3) (Snow et al. 2006).
It should be noted that these are only some examples and other applications are possible.

2.1.3 Input parameters
RADEX uses different input variables as discussed in section 1, some parameters will be
explained further. It starts with entering a file from The Leiden Atomic and Molecular
Database (LAMDA) of the molecule that is taken into consideration and the desired name of
your output file. LAMDA collects spectroscopic information and collisional rate coefficients
for molecules, atoms, and ions of astrophysical and astrochemical interest (Van der Tak et al.
2020). The files follow a homogeneous data format that is used by RADEX, the format is
straightforward and flexible .3

After the molecular file you have to fill in the range of the frequency (GHz) in which you want
the spectral lines, the kinetic temperature (K), the column density (cm-2), the line width (km/s)
and geometry. In addition, the number of collisional partners and the corresponding densities
(cm-3) are also indicated. It is possible to apply multiple collision partners simultaneously.
However, the number of available partners is restricted to seven options; H2, p-H2, o-H2,
electrons, H (atoms), He, and H+ (Van der Tak et al. 2007). Collisional rate coefficients for all
relevant partners must be provided. Most cases suffice with H2 as the only partner.
Finally, the background temperature is also one of the input variables of RADEX. If you enter
a positive value, it means a blackbody spectrum at that temperature, for instance, like the

3 The LAMDA files can be found here: https://home.strw.leidenuniv.nl/~moldata/
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CMB. A value of zero represents the average interstellar radiation field. For a negative value
the user has to supply a list of observed flux densities. This thesis takes into account only the
CMB (2.73 K), due to shortcomings in ReverseRADEX (section 2.2.7)

2.2 ReverseRADEX
RADEX was reversed in an earlier bachelor’s project, which resulted in the programme
ReverseRADEX (Van der Mooren 2021). The reverse implies that the inputs and outputs have
changed, as elaborated in section 2.2.1.

2.2.1 Input parameters
To use this programme, some input values that also come with RADEX still need to be
specified, such are the background temperature, linewidth, geometry and a LAMDA file for
the corresponding molecule. Additionally, a file with (observed) line intensities must be
provided, this has to contain the frequencies (GHz), the intensities, with the preferred unit
specified by a #1, #2 or #3 in the first line of the file, that represents the radiation temperature
in K, flux in K km/s or flux in erg/s cm2 respectively (Langevelde 2008). Furthermore, the
standard deviation is optional to enter, this represents the observational uncertainty. If no value
is specified, the value 1 is automatically assigned with the corresponding selected unit of the
intensity.
Besides, the boundaries for parameters that you want to fit need to be supplied. The possible
parameters are the kinetic temperature (K), the column density (cm-2) and the collisional
partners with their corresponding density (cm-3). Initial guesses are also given with the
parameters, those are used if the parameters do not need to be fitted.
You can either enter all the input by using a configuration file or fill them in manually. As
output the code will provide values for the parameters that are picked to fit. Besides the values
for those parameters combined with uncertainties, two types of plots are created, one about the
uncertainty in the reproduction of the observations and a corner plot of the parameter space.
Currently the code is only developed and tested for the CO molecule and data created by
SpectralRadex is used, instead of real observations.

2.2.2 Wrapper
The original version of RADEX was largely written in Fortran. Fortran is a compiled
programming language, which means that it translates machine code from source code. This
can lead to faster execution times compared to Python, for example. The latter is an interpreted
language, here for more steps are needed to get machine code, which can make the code run
slower. The main advantage of Fortran is that it is very efficient and accurate when dealing
with numerical operations. On the other hand, this language is generally more difficult to read,
as it is very close to machine code (Decyk 2007). The advantage of Python is that it is easier to
read for people who are not experts in programming.
Therefore, Python is more accessible to use and several Python wrappers have been created for
RADEX. In Van der Mooren (2021), several of those wrappers have been tested. Eventually,
the wrapper SpectralRadex is used (Holdship 2020). This one turned out to be the most
accurate and even faster than RADEX itself. Since that project was already done two years
ago, new wrappers have also been created by now, an example is radex-python (Megias 2023).
However, other wrappers are disregarded for this thesis, but can certainly be of interest for
follow-up studies.
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2.2.3 Algorithms
ReverseRADEX makes use of three algorithms to get the estimates of the physical conditions,
which are being fit. The algorithms are connected by a chain (see figure 2). The aim of the first
step is to find a global minimum in a chi-square landscape, this is done by the brute-force
method (see section 2.2.4). Accuracy can be improved in this step, for this reason this method
will be explained in further detail in the following section.
The chain continues with a non-linear least squares algorithm, i.e. Levenberg-Marquardt, this
step will refine the parameter estimates. The programme ends with an MCMC algorithm, to
estimate the uncertainties.
The advantages of chaining the algorithms is that this will reduce biases and the computation
time of the intensive MCMC algorithm, because it will only need to obtain uncertainty
estimates, instead of having to search the whole parameter space for estimates.
The last two algorithms mentioned are not further explored or improved upon in this thesis and
are therefore not considered in more detail. For further explanations, please see Van der
Mooren (2021).

2.2.4 Brute-force method
The initial guess of the parameters is done by the brute-force method. This is a simple grid
search of the entire parameter space, specified by the user. The grid search is complemented by
SpectralRadex’s feature set, which makes this wrapper even more convenient. The appropriate
number of points to assess for each parameter is dynamically adapted by the process. While
minimizing the computational time, considering the user-defined bounds and imposing
minimum and maximum constraints to ensure efficient sampling. The goal of this step is to
find initial parameter estimates, to pass on to the next algorithm to further refine the outcome.
This is done by applying the chi-square formula (1) to the observed and LAMDA data files.

(1)

This formula checks the difference between the observed (O) and expected (E) value of line
strengths and divides it by the uncertainty. A smaller result indicates an observed value that is
closer to the expected data of the LAMDA files, a value of zero means that the corresponding
line strengths are equal. For the best fit, this formula searches for the lowest value.
The aim of finding a proper first estimate can be effectively achieved if there are enough
observations to restrict parameter degeneracy. The degeneracy can be a concern in this step,
because only the smallest value of chi-square is chosen, which minimizes the difference
between observed and standard data. Due to the stepsizes in the grid search, there may be even
better values between those steps. However, the process would be greatly slowed down by
introducing smaller steps, so this is a compromise between accuracy and speed.
As far as the code has been tested, it has not yet caused any issues. Thus, a single-mode
solution is provided and there is no need for an overly fine sample yet.
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Figure 2 : A flow diagram of the algorithm chain used in ReverseRADEX (Van der Mooren 2021)

2.2.5 Applications ReverseRADEX
ReverseRADEX is applicable to similar situations as described for RADEX in section 2.1.2.
Which of the two programmes is more practical depends on what data is available. In some
cases it can be easier to observe line intensities, than to obtain the kinetic temperature or
column density. Developments and new instruments available can provide more data that can
be used in ReverseRADEX, allowing it to be used more often (2.2.6). Whether line intensities
or RADEX’s parameters are available, in both cases it is interesting to learn more about
physical conditions in different environments. Hence, ReverseRADEX is applicable to the
similar regions and astrophysical problems as RADEX and is preferred over RADEX when
line intensities are more easily obtainable.

2.2.6 Observational instruments
To observe line intensities of molecules in interstellar space, different telescopes and
instruments can be used. The main types of telescopes for this purpose are radio telescopes,
infrared telescopes and (sub)millimeter telescopes, e.g. Five-hundred-meter Aperture Spherical
radio Telescope, Spitzer Space Telescope and Atacama Large Millimeter/submillimeter Array
(ALMA) respectively.
Which telescope is best to use depends on which part of the electromagnetic spectrum you
want to observe. As the names suggest, the radio telescope is suited for radio and microwave
lengths, the infrared telescope for the infrared part of the spectrum and the last one for the
submillimeter and millimeter wavelength range. As introduced in section 1, these telescopes
cover the range where most of the vibrational and rotational transitions take place, namely 1.0
to 1000 µm. Therefore, this range is the most valuable as it provides the most information.
When gathering data there are several restrictions to take into consideration. A high spectral
resolution is essential to distinguish individual molecules and to measure velocities of gas
motions. The telescopes must be highly sensitive to detect weak molecular lines.
Besides, the earth’s atmosphere absorbs radiation of several wavelengths, primarily in the
ultraviolet, optical and infrared regions of the electromagnetic spectrum. As those regions are
important when it comes to observing spectral lines, observatories are located at high-altitude
observatories or on spacecraft to minimize atmospheric interference (Karttunen et al. 2003).
As an example, ALMA is located at an altitude of 5000 m and one of its surveys has a spectral
resolution of 0.25 km/s and about 300 lines per GHz can be identified (Jørgensen et al. 2020)
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2.2.7 Restrictions and requirements
There are certain restrictions involved in using ReverseRADEX. First of all, the code is not
supported on windows. This problem could already have been caused by the use of
SpectralRadex. In addition, certain versions of Python packages and libraries are required. If
certain versions are not complied with, it is not guaranteed that the code is still completely
functional.
Similar to RADEX, there are seven possible collision partners that are supported, namely H2,
H, e−, p–H2, o–H2, H+ and He. Whereas RADEX has multiple options for the background
temperature, it is currently not supported by ReverseRADEX to use other values than the
CMB (2.73 K), since only this value is considered to be adopted for SpectralRadex (Holdship
et al. 2020).
Furthermore, the user is expected to take into account effects on the observed data themselves,
e.g. doppler shift. Finally, ReversRADEX operates only as a terminal application or as a .ipynb
notebook and lacks a graphical user interface.

2.2.8 Areas for improvement
As discussed in the section 2.2.4, the initial guess of RevereseRADEX is done with
brute-force. Therefore, important values with high potential could possibly be ignored in the
grid search.
One way to solve this is to decrease the step sizes, which causes the first step to increase in
time. This initial step can be done in a more accurate and efficient manner.
A different global optimization method may improve the results, without significantly
increasing the computation time. A high potential method could be the Bees Algorithm, which
is an intelligent optimization technique that is part of the swarm algorithms field (Baronti
2022). By means of a parametric objective function, it searches for the values that minimize or
maximize the output. This algorithm will be discussed in greater detail in section 2.4 .
Furthermore, the code has not yet been tested for other molecules nor for real data. To ensure
that it can be properly applied to both options, improvements can also be made in the
user-friendliness of the programme and the ease of solving errors that arise when using it.
Finally, there are also potential improvements in the other two algorithms, but that is beyond
the scope of this project.

2.3 Molecules
Interpreting molecular line observations is the main objective of this thesis. Therefore, it is
important to understand certain concepts. Various quantities exist to describe molecules and
their line spectra. A few of them that are provided in LAMDA files and that are relevant for
this thesis will be explained further. Besides, the distinction between linear and nonlinear
molecules will be explained.

2.3.1 Properties
Spectral lines are caused by radiation and transitions within a molecule, transitions can be
vibrational and rotational. When a molecule emits a photon it falls back from a higher energy
level to a lower energy level, an emission line is created. In the case where energy is absorbed
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through a collision, the molecule gets to a higher energy level, the process creates an
absorption line (Draine 2011).
Rotational transitions represent changes in angular momentum, following allowed selection
rules. Vibrational transitions involve changes in the vibrational energy of a molecule, typically
associated with absorption or emission of infrared radiation, following the fundamental
vibrational modes of the molecule (Gupta 2016). The energy levels of all transitions are
quantized and the differences correspond to characteristic frequencies. These frequencies give
rise to the unique spectral lines and are provided in the LAMDA files.
The energy in Kelvin is also represented in those files. This value is related to the temperature,
as an increase in energy implies an increase in kinetic temperature. Therefore, this value
influences the population of different energy levels within molecules, which can affect the
prominence and behavior of spectral lines observed in a system at that temperature. The
probability distribution that describes the statistical distribution of particles in different energy
states in a system is given by the Boltzmann distribution. It provides the probability of finding
a particle in a particular energy state and is given by:

with (2)

E is the energy of the corresponding state, T is the excitation temperature and k is the
Boltzmann constant.
For LTE Tex has to be equal to Tkin, but for non-LTE Tex is in general smaller than Tkin. Besides,
this parameter has a different value for each transition in non-LTE circumstances.
Another important parameter displayed in the LAMDA files is the Einstein's A coefficient.
This number is used to describe the rate of spontaneous emission of photons from an excited
molecular state, to a lower energy state. It quantifies the probability per unit time of this
emission for a particular transition in s-1. An increase in this number signifies an increase in the
optical depth and hence an increase in density.
Furthermore, the number of collisional transitions and the corresponding temperatures are
provided by LAMDA. This collisional data is also an indicator of the density, as a higher
collisional rate suggests a higher density. Therefore, the combination of the collisional data
and the Einstein’s A coefficients determine the density.
The frequencies of the lines function mainly to distinguish them from each other, depending on
which parameters you want to calculate (e.g. Tkin ) you need lines that add new information to
the calculation, i.e. lines that have different values for the described properties.

2.3.2 Linear vs nonlinear molecules
Based on molecular geometry a distinction can be made between linear, i.e. diatomic, and
nonlinear molecules. Both have distinct characteristics that differentiate them from each other
and also affect the spectral lines they produce.
One of the characteristics is the symmetry. Linear molecules have a high degree of symmetry,
with only one principal axis of rotation. Because of this, they have two rotational degrees of
freedom, which refers to the number of ways a molecule can rotate in space. These transitions
are quantized and simplify their energy level diagrams and their spectral behavior. By contrast,
nonlinear molecules have lower symmetry, as they possess multiple axes of rotation and have
three rotational degrees of freedom. Therefore, they introduce more complexity to analyze
their line spectra (Delaire et al. 2000).
Furthermore, linear molecules have distinct energy spacings due to their symmetrical
geometry, leading to specific wavenumber positions. Conversely, nonlinear molecules have
more complex energy spacings due to their asymmetrical geometry.
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In conclusion, linear and nonlinear molecules differ in their molecular structure and symmetry,
which results in different spectral characteristics. These differences have influence on the
spectral lines in various ways. As linear molecules produce typically simpler line spectra than
nonlinear molecules this distinction is being taken into account in the methodology of this
thesis.

2.4 BeesAlgorithm
As discussed in 2.2.3 and 2.2.4, the initial guess step of RevereseRADEX is done with brute
force. Therefore, important values with high potential may be missed when executing the grid
search. This initial step can be done in a more accurate manner. There are several tools that
this can be done by, MAGIX is one of them.
It serves as a framework with an easy interface to connect existing numerical codes,
employing an iterating engine to minimize deviations between model results and observational
data. This way best-fit values can be determined in a given parameter space (Möller et al.
2020).
Considering the advantages and disadvantages, no further attempt will be made to implement
MAGIX into ReverseRADEX, for it is an external dependency that is too generalized, slow,
inconsistent and produces inaccurate parameter estimates as well as offers no support for the
Windows platform (Van der Mooren 2021).

Another option which has not yet been investigated is BeesAlgorithm, which is a search
method that solves optimization problems. This algorithm has potential to replace the initial
guess step and will therefore be explained further.
From examining other algorithms not many possibilities came up, the only other possibilities
resemble BeesAlgorithm, examples are Ant Colony Optimization, Grey Wolf Optimizer and
Whale Optimization. Hence, BeesAlgorithm will be investigated first in this thesis.

BeesAlgorithm is a search method that solves optimization problems. It is inspired by nature
and mimics the behavior of honey bees (Pham et al. 2005). This metaphor uses how bees help
each other find nectar and the different tasks involved. It starts with random exploration of the
fields, done by a part of the population. The bees are looking for sources that are near the hive
and with an abundance of nectar. When the bees return they communicate their findings by
doing a ‘waggle dance’. In response to this, a number of foragers join the scout bee to exploit
the advertised area. The highest promising areas are visited by the largest number of foragers.
The process repeats itself, to ensure that a large number of the colony will harvest the highly
profitable sources.

The algorithm starts by sampling the solution space, done by artificial bees that function as a
population of agents. Then the scout bees start random exploration, which involves searching
the whole space with uniform probability.
Each scout bee evaluates the visited site, which represents a solution, via the fitness function,
the scouts that find regions with the highest fit in this global search will return with the waggle
dance that recruits forager bees.
In this step exploitation takes place, the search will continue near the most promising regions
in a local search. Both local and global search are repeated until the best fitting solution is
found or a certain amount of iterations have passed.
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In the local search, neighborhood shrinking causes the size of the hood to decrease when it
fails to bring improvement in fitness. If it becomes clear that there are no improvements in the
area, the site will be abandoned and a new random solution will be generated. The process is
repeated until the best value is found. A visualization of the process is shown in figure 3.

An example where BeesAlgorithm is applied successfully is to the selection features for
manufacturing data. The problem in this process was about filtering irrelevant information
from data caused by noise or data redundancy. BeesAlgorithm was applied to select an optimal
set of features for a pattern classification. A combination of features that produces the lowest
classification error had to be found. According to the results the algorithm worked properly
(Pham et al. 2007).

A somewhat similar situation is the case for ReverseRADEX, where it is about finding the
global minima in a chi-square landscape. The smallest values derived by the formula represent
the smallest differences between the observed and synthetic data. The BeesAlgorithm brings
benefits that rectifies where the brute-force method falls short.
The algorithm will always try to find a solution that maximizes or minimizes the objective
function. In this case that function should be the chi-square formula (see section 2.2.4), applied
to the data.

Figure 3 : A flowchart of BeesAlgorithm (Pham et al. 2005)
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3 Methods
This section describes how ReverseRADEX was developed and tested for molecules other
than CO. To get the code working for different molecules, it will be tested on several aspects
and modified to ensure that it can be applied to line spectra other than just CO. The following
sections discuss how this is done and what factors are taken into account, broken down into
different steps and components.

3.1 Input Data
Firstly, the code is tested by inserting spectral data files produced by RADEX. In this manner
the expected values are already known, making it convenient to verify the results. When the
results are as foreseen, the code can be tested for real observations. This has not yet been done
for any molecule, including CO, so this molecule will also be tested then.
For the molecular data file the LAMDA database is continued to be used. Although the files
are very similar, they are not identical. To preserve the code operating, it needs to be
generalized, so that other files will also be read successfully. This will be the first step to fix,
before different molecules will be observed.

3.2 Background temperature
As explained in section 2.1.3, the background temperature is a constant parameter for RADEX
as well as ReverseRADEX. Even though this parameter can have different values in RADEX,
varying from negative to positive values, this is not yet supported by ReverseRADEX.
Therefore, this parameter is fixed at 2.73 K throughout this research, which is the temperature
for the CMB.

3.3 Molecules
As explained in section linear vs nonlinear molecules, there is an overall difference between
the line spectra of linear and nonlinear molecules. Due to the fact that linear molecules have
simpler line spectra, only those kinds of molecules will be tested in this thesis.
The molecules that will be tested are HCl, O2 and CH+, the specific choice of these molecules,
besides being linear, is arbitrary. Some characteristics in which the molecules differ is that CH+

is a light hydride ion (13.02 g/mol), while CO is a heavy neutral molecule (28.01 g/mol). HCl
is heavier than CO, weighing 36.46 g/mol, and has hyperfine structure. Furthermore, O2 has a
3Σ ground state, which influences the allowed rotational transitions.
Table 1 shows the frequencies of the lowest transitions of CO, HCl, O2 and CH+, taken from
the LAMDA files. They cover different frequency ranges and the gaps between the frequencies
also vary. Both CO and CH+have spectral lines that are widely spaced. On the other hand, HCl
and O2 have multiple spectral lines which hardly differ from each other, which can make it
more difficult to distinguish between them.
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CO HCl O2 CH+

Frequencies
(GHz)

115.2712018
230.5380000
345.7959899
461.0407682
576.2679305
691.4730763
806.6518060
921.7997000
1036.9123930
1151.9854520
1267.0144860

625.90160300
625.91875600
625.93200700
1251.43434000
1251.43434000
1251.44705650
1251.45056850
1251.45193000
1251.45193000
1251.46391000
1251.48091000

52.02142300
52.54241810
53.06693350
53.59577700
54.13003000
54.67118400
55.22138600
55.78381300
56.26477280
56.36339700
56.96821200

835.1375040
1669.2812909
2501.4404523
3330.6296656
4155.8719545
4976.2013942
5790.6657535
6598.3290559
7398.2740442
8189.6045320
8971.4476267

Table 1: The frequencies in GHz of the lowest transitions of CO, HCl, O2 and CH+ based on their LAMDA files

3.4 Configuration files
When using ReverseRADEX, a configuration file can be used to enter all input parameters and
files, instead of filling everything in manually for each run. In the current code, when using a
configuration file, only the file named config.ini is read, even if a different name is used on the
command line. As it is more convenient to create different configuration files, than changing
the config.ini one, every time you want to run the code with different input, it will be made
operative for other file names. If a wrong name is used, the code should stop running and not
automatically use the config.ini. Besides, it is important that manual input also continues to
work.

3.5 Testing
When the code works for all LAMDA files and different configuration files can be
used, the testing of different molecules will be executed. This also includes varying
different parameters and possibilities for input, so that as many upcoming bugs within
the code as possible can be fixed. Depending on how the outcomes turn out, different trials
will be conducted on the following aspects;

● Various number of RADEX produced lines, varying from four up to eight spectral
lines

● Manually changes in input lines, to simulate a situation that could possibly be closer to
real data, where small differences are more likely to occur

● Similar frequencies, this is only possible to test with HCl and O2 , where differences
of less than one GHz are available (table 1). In the other cases the gap between
frequencies is clearly distinguishable

● Different bandwidths, which is the deviation an observed frequency can have from a
frequency in a LAMDA file. This has to be changed within the code and is done for
values between 1 and 0.001 GHz

● Different spectral ranges of the lines, the range in which lines occur differs per
molecule, the ranges used vary from 50 to 5000 GHz

● With and without a provided standard deviation of 10%
● Varying the initial estimates in the configuration file
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● Fitting two instead of three parameters, to see if this affects the parameters that will
still be fitted, indicating the correct value with the initial guess

For convenience, the background temperature, linewidth and geometry are kept constant, with
values of 2.73 K, 1.0 km/s and 1(uniform sphere) respectively. In addition, H2 is the only
considered collision partner and its density has a value of 104 cm-3 for O2 , 105 cm-3 for CH+ and
108 cm-3 for HCl. So three parameters are fitted by default, except in cases where testing is
done to fit fewer parameters.

3.6 Data analysis
For visualization of the data, the two different plots produced by ReverseRADEX and the
numerical outcomes displayed are used. Based on comparisons of these 3 different results, the
data will be analyzed and conclusions will be drawn from this.

3.7 Different initial guess algorithm
As discussed in section 2.4, the initial guess step of RevereseRADEX can be replaced by
several tools, based on the theory the option that will be further examined and implemented in
the code is BeesAlgorithm. This algorithm should increase the accuracy of the initial step,
without a significant increase in time.
This step will be implemented after the rest of the methodology has been successfully
performed.
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4 Results
The results are divided into three sections. Firstly, the changes made as preparation of the code
are presented (section 4.1), this contains updates to run the molecular files, getting different
configuration files working and acquirements of the spectral data files. Then the findings of
testing for molecules, among the various factors described in the method, wil be shown
(section 4.2).
Finally, section 4.3 provides a beginning to a possible next step to make the code work more
accurately.

4.1 Preparations
4.1.1 Input molecular file
The code is generalized to accommodate all the currently available LAMDA files that were
previously unsupported. The start and end points for where the code is to be read are indicated
now by multiple options that are common in the LAMDA files, defined by ‘trans’ and
‘numbr’. For the existing files it holds, if other variants of the start and end statements used in
the code appear, they can be added. This should be done in the file
ReverseRADEX/user_input/read_user_dat.py and then be inserted in the definition
get_molfile_frequencies in lines 124 and 125, as shown in figure 4.
If a data file is used that is not from LAMDA, it must be in the same format to be suitable.

Figure 4: The function that reads the LAMDA file, ReverseRADEX/user_input/read_user_dat.py

4.1.2 Configuration files
A couple of modifications enabled the use of other names for configuration files. The user can
enter ‘python main.py -config’ followed by any name that represents a configuration file that
is in the directory where you run ReverseRADEX.
The file needs to be in the same format as the original config.ini file and be recognized as a .ini
file, typified by the colors of the texts, the format can be seen in figure 5. If it meets both
requirements, it can have any arbitrary name and does not have to specifically end with ‘.ini’.
Different configuration files were also used while testing the molecules and worked properly.
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In addition, an ‘help’ argument is added. When the user runs the script with the –help option
they will see a description that clarifies how to insert the configuration file.
The part of the code adapted for this purpose can be found in the appendix A.

When only ‘ python main.py’ is entered on a command line, the programme still asks to fill in
all input manually and it will not automatically read the original config.ini file, which was the
case before.

Figure 5: The format of the configuration files

4.1.3 Acquirements spectral data file
For the data file the user has to supply, several points are important to pay attention to and be
aware of. The general explanation of the input file can already be found in Van der Mooren
(2021). When entering a file you need to make sure there are no empty lines at the bottom, as
those will be read and will cause an error. To make the programme more user friendly,
comments are added to tell the user empty lines need to be removed and the code gets shut
down by an error saying ‘empty lines found in data file’, see figure 6.

Figure 6: The part of the code that checks for empty lines in the data file,
ReverseRADEX/user_input/read_user_dat.py
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In addition, lines need to provide new information to be relevant for the fitting process (see
section 2.3.1). When the code is executed with lines that have a difference in frequency that is
too small, this will not be recognized as such new lines or information. The code stops with an
error of not fitting shapes, as the second frequency will not be used as input so it misses one
value.
This was tested with a difference in frequency of about 0.1 GHz, the code still worked in this
case. This is demonstrated by the spectral lines with frequencies 56.2648 GHz and 56.3634
GHz of O2, where a difference of 0.0986 GHz was still sufficient. As compared to the spectral
lines of HCl, of 2499.8480 GHz and 2499.8876 GHz, which were interpreted as an error with a
difference of 0.0396 GHz. Therefore, the difference between frequencies that is sufficient is
approximately between 0.1 and 0.04 GHz.
In all cases there was a significant difference in the corresponding intensities, which did
provide new information about the spectral lines besides the frequencies. For HCl, the
intensities had values of 5.145 x 10-5 and 2.567 x 10-3 erg/s cm2 , this amounts to a difference
of 2.578 10-2 erg/s cm2. Therefore, these specific lines were not expected to produce an error,
the direct cause of this could not be found nor resolved. When using the programme, you
should take this into account when providing observed spectral lines.

A variable in the code that might have something to do with this problem is the bandwidth,
defined in ReverseRADEX/user_input/read_user_dat.py. If there is an observed line that
cannot be found within the bandwidth in a LAMDA file, that line is not included. However,
this shows a different error than the shape error that is referred to, this new error is discussed
further in section 4.2.4.

What could be a possible explanation is that multiple observed lines are appended to one line
of a LAMDA file, because they fit in the range of the bandwidth. In this case multiple lines
will have the same index in the LAMDA file, which results in duplicate observed frequencies,
and then it only returns the first match. So only one LAMDA line is used for multiple data
lines, while there were several possibilities. Thus, the extra lines do not provide new
information that is needed in the calculations. This problem will only occur if a molecule has
spectral lines that are very close to each other, for the molecules tested this is the case for HCl
and O2. Table 2 shows some of their spectral lines and here it can be seen that the differences
between some lines are very small (i.e smaller than 1GHz). Different bandwidths have been
tried and do not solve this problem. Further causes of failure to read similar lines and the
possible role of bandwidth will also be discussed in section 4.2.4.

4.2 Molecule Testing
Running the code never gives you the exact same output twice, even if nothing changes to the
input values. This was observed in many trials of the CO molecule and subsequently with
other molecules. The differences are caused by the MCMC algorithm, which uses random
parameter combinations to decide which combinations of parameters is best. It is not
completely random, as it tries to find the best combination by prioritizing which combinations
are closer to the observations and not continuing to try parameter combinations that are further
away. In this process, small differences may arise every run.
However, the differences are small enough for the estimates to lie well within the 16% and
84% standard deviations, i.e. one sigma below and above the best estimate, so the value for an
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identical run is always in that range. An example is shown in figure 7, which shows output of
two times the exact same run of CH+. For the kinetic temperature the difference is only
0.00193 log10(tkin(K)), this is a power of ten smaller than all the error margins. For the
column density the difference is 0.02499 log10(cdmol(cm-2)), which is also smaller than those
corresponding errors. Lastly, the difference for the H2 density is 0.0238 log10(H2(cm-3)), this is
two powers of ten smaller than the provided errors.
After this general observation, the factors examined will now be discussed in more detail

Figure 7: Two runs of identical configuration files of CH+

4.2.1 Initial estimate
The input of ReverseRADEX contains an initial estimate in the configuration files in the range
of the values for the kinetic temperature, column density and volume density of the collision
partner(s). The specified initial estimate is used only if it is chosen not to fit the parameter,
otherwise the code is indifferent to changing this value. When you provide the programme
with a different initial estimate for one of the three variable parameters, the output of all the
three parameters changes, only because that happens for every run, as already covered.

4.2.2 Uncertainties
When no uncertainties are provided in the observed data file, the programme assigns the value
1 to it, with the corresponding selected unit of the intensity (2.2.1). This is very big in relation
to the values covered by the uncertainty, which range from powers of 10-2 to 10-10 (erg/s cm2).
So even for the highest values in the range, the uncertainty is powers of ten greater than the
original value. In the cases where the code is tested without provided uncertainties, the results
are very arbitrary. This can be clearly seen in the corner plots, figure 8. Figure 8.a does not
show a clear peak for the median value. Instead, it is a more constant line with insignificant
minima and maxima. The values are still reasonably close at times, but by the corner plot this
seems to be more of chance than a distinct best value.
Conversely, when uncertainties are provided, the corner plot shows a more evident peak or
maximum, see figure 8.b. An uncertainty of 10% of the original value was used during testing.
Once again, values created by RADEX are used, for real observations the uncertainty can be
different and so will be the output.
Even though the values in the first case seem more random than the second, the results with a
clear median are not necessarily getting better. The uncertainties decrease but the end values
are in some cases even better when they are connected to the quite indistinct corner plot.
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a b
Figure 8: The corner plot of similar input without provided uncertainties (a) and with 10% uncertainties (b)

4.2.3 The number of spectral lines provided
Throughout all the runs, the number of spectral lines in the observed data file are also altered
at times. This starts from four lines, which is the lowest number to still be able to fit three
parameters, and is done till eight lines. To judge this factor properly, the focus was on the runs
with very accurate outcomes, to see how they evolve when adding or subtracting lines.
Accurate outcomes implies that the difference between estimate and expected value is well
within the error margins. By testing this specific factor, supplied uncertainties of 10% were
used.
For CH+very accurate values were obtained for five, six and seven lines. With rounding to two
decimal places, the kinetic temperature was equal to the expected value. The column density
was no more than 0.45 log10(cdmol(cm-2)) off the expected value and for the H2density it was
no more than 0.43 log10(H2(cm-3)) off the expected value. Adding more lines did not show an
increase, nor a decrease in accuracy of the results. The differences were as small as the
differences that always appear when running the code (section 4.2). For four lines the outcome
became worse. This is shown in table 2, for five, six and seven lines, the outcomes are close to
the expected values and with the errors taken into account, they fall within that range. By
contrast, this is not the case for four lines, even with the error margins taken into account, the
expected outcomes do not fall within these ranges. The values in the table are rounded up to
two decimal places, the complete numbers can be found in Appendix B.
The spectra graphs show that the data points and the RADEX median parameters no longer
overlap when 4 lines are used, whereas they did with the other number of spectral lines (see
Figure 9).
By contrast, HCl got very accurate values for four lines. Namely, 2.0 for log10(Tkin(K)), 13.82
for log10(cdmol((cm-2)) and 8.06 for log10(H2(cm-3)), where the expected values were 2, 14
and 8 respectively. Here the values are also rounded and full numbers with errors can be found
in Appendix B too.
Therefore, it is not generally true that more lines are better. The correlation between the
number of lines and accuracy of the result is different for each molecule, which depends on the
quality of the data and the fitness of the supplied lines to the parameters.
In both cases the lines were spread over relatively large ranges, which might have a positive
effect.
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Table 2: The estimates for CH+ with different number of spectral lines

a

b

Figure 9: The spectrum graphs of four (a) and seven (b) spectral lines of CH+
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4 lines 5 lines 6 lines 7 lines Expected
values

log10(Tkin(K)) 1.74
(-0.00967,
+0.00999)

2.00
(-0.01576,
+0.01534)

2.00
(-0.01444,
+0.01467)

2.00
(-0.01435,
+0.01461)

2

log10(cdmol(cm-2)) 15.69
(-0.62995,
+0.67694)

14.06
(-0.90010,
+1.49218)

14.45
(-0.58524,
+1.38347)

14.21
(-0.90757,
+1.54870)

14

log10(H2(cm-3)) 3.39
(-0.68303,
+0.63554)

4.95
(-1.46091,
+0.82453)

4.57
(-1.37012,
+0.55557)

4.80
(-1.51103,
+0.85621)

5



4.2.4 Manual changes
As discussed in 4.1.3, the bandwidth has influence on how far frequencies may deviate from
the values in LAMDA files. To see what is possible with this variable and what could possibly
happen if real observations are used with most likely larger deviations, testing was done with
manual differences in the RADEX data and different bandwidths.
The bandwidth has normally a value of 0.001 GHz, and is tested for values between 0.001 and
1 GHz, as it has to be smaller than 1. However, the bigger the value is, the worse the output
gets. The size of the changes in data is correlated with the bandwidth. For a change of 0.1 GHz
in one of the frequencies applied with a bandwidth of 0.1 GHz, the output is of similar degree
of accuracy, including the uncertainties, as in the case of a bandwidth of 0.001 GHz and no
change in frequency.
If the bandwidth is too small to the corresponding change in data, the spectral line will not be
recognized and will stop the code from working. Therefore, the bandwidth has to be adapted to
the expected deviation from real data
The margin in frequencies is also dependent on the molecule and its LAMDA file. The
concern is that the frequency needs to be coupled to one of those from the LAMDA. So if
there are many spectral lines that are very similar, larger differences are possible. However,
lines might be coupled to a different frequency than what the original frequency should have
been.

4.2.5 Additional factors
Fitting two parameters instead of three has been tested. For configuration files whose
outcomes fit only one parameter perfectly, that is to say it was equal to the expected value, the
code is executed to fit only the other two parameters. The parameter for which a good value
had already been obtained, was excluded from the fitting process, by changing this in the
configuration file. This ensures that the provided initial guess is used in the process, instead of
the value being calculated. When one parameter was supplied in the configuration file, the
outcomes did not change significantly, bearing in mind that outcomes are never exactly equal.
Therefore, fitting one parameter less does not affect the accuracy of the other parameters.

For some molecules spectral lines from different spectral ranges have been tried in separate
executions, this gave no particulars. For some molecules bigger ranges exist, or bigger ranges
were needed to obtain enough workable lines, i.e. lines with big enough differences between
each other to be read as different lines. For O2 the range varied from 50 up to 1500 GHz and
for HCl the range was from 500 to 2500 GHz. The largest range is used for CH+, namely 500
to 5000 GHz, as this molecule has few spectral lines even for this large range, compared to the
other two. The outcomes of applying lines from different parts of the mentioned ranges have
some changes in them, this is just because different data is provided. Depending on the quality
of the provided spectral lines, the fits will get better or worse, there is no general conclusion to
be drawn here.

4.2.6 The overall quality of the results
Besides being tested on different variations of different factors, the accuracy of the outcomes
were checked in all cases. How well fitted these were, varies from one situation to another. In
the worst cases, the expected value was not even in the range of the standard deviations and
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values were off the correct ones by a factor of 103. Acting on the variations to make them more
favorable for each molecule sometimes improved the results, but no clear trend could be seen
in doing so.
As discussed in section 4.2.2, with or without provided uncertainties gives very different
corner plots, where the difference is whether or not a clear median is visible. However,
providing specified uncertainties does not guarantee an outcome closer to the expected value,
as it varies which case had the best final estimate of the parameters. This is surprising and may
suggest that some algorithm is unstable. This also applies to the other tested variations. There
are no outstanding trends that can be observed. The outcomes are reasonably close, that is to
say that in general the right values fall at least between the 16 and 84% standard deviations,
where overall at least a factor of ten is still taken into account. However, there are also cases
where this is not even the case and the values are too far off to even be in that range. While
those cases could have been proper runs when you take into account all the provided input.

The 16 to 84% standard deviations also vary a lot for different circumstances and for the
different parameters and can reach high values. For example the errors for the column density
varied from -0.06469, + 0.07669 to -4.36104, +3.96618, where these values are also in log
scale. This shows that in some cases this can even reach up to several factors of 10 from the
estimated value. This happens mainly for the two density parameters and is particularly the
case when there are no provided uncertainties.
Depending on how accurate the user wants the results to be in order to be of value, the code
now suffices in some cases, but is not yet reliable to use for real data, for which the right
values are not known. Therefore no real data has been tested now.

4.3 Different initial guess algorithm
As the results were not yet satisfactory, the first improvement was adopted to optimize the first
algorithm, according to section 3.7. Given limited time and in some areas shortcomings in
programming knowledge, it has not been possible to fully implement this algorithm. The code
that is written so far and debugged to some extent can be found in Appendix C.
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5 Discussion
The discussion reveals specific topics of the thesis that could be improved and offers potential
prospects in pursuit of improvement. Since the results were generally not satisfactory, the code
should first be improved until the desired result is obtained.
Section 5.1 will discuss the possible causes and solutions to the accuracy of the outcomes.
Section 5.2 will address follow-up steps that can be taken if the entire code works more
properly for all molecules.

5.1 Improving code performance
Given that it is not clear why the code does not produce consistent valid results, several steps
will be reconsidered. The extent to which the accuracy of the outcomes needs to be improved
depends on the user and the scientific goal. In some cases it suffices when the value falls
within a factor of ten of the expected outcome, in other cases it should be more precise. This
also depends on the quality and amount of available data.

5.1.1 Wrapper
To start with the applied Python wrapper. Before SpectralRadex was applied to
ReverseRADEX it was tested. In essence, good values are produced by this wrapper. However,
since then, new wrappers have been developed that might be more efficient. An example that
could be worth studying further is the wrapper radex-python (Megias 2023). Compared to
SpectralRadex, this code is written much more compactly and consists of only one file,
whereas SpectralRadex uses multiple directories with multiple files. This makes it easier to
retrieve and debug errors that occur when ReverseRADEX calls radex-python instead of
SpectralRadex.
Additionally, in SpectralRadex no other background temperatures than the CMB are
supported. However, different background temperatures are possible in radex-python and there
could be other wrappers that support this too. The implementation of a different wrapper to
ReverseRADEX can make it applicable to circumstances where other sources than the CMB
need to be considered to determine the background temperature, for example star formation
activity. Therefore, this modification can make ReverseRADEX more widely applicable.

Since a wrapper is called at several places in the code and sometimes errors arise that cannot
be accessed properly for this reason, it could be a good option to develop a new reverse
programme in Fortran code. The advantage is that this is in the same language as the original
code and so the whole code is easier to make it fit to RADEX. In addition, Fortran is a better
language than Python when it comes to scientific computing, especially when dealing with
large datasets. The disadvantage is that Fortran is a dated programming language and so is not
used very often anymore. So to be able to execute this, someone has to be proficient in this
language. In addition, for the same reason, adjustments cannot be made quickly by others,
which means the code is not very accessible to adapt or improve.

5.1.2 Algorithms
The attempt to implement Bees Algorithm can be further developed to optimize the first
algorithm in the chain. It is not yet certain that this will work perfectly. Therefore, it has to be
tested when it operates. If not, other algorithms could be given a chance, like the ones
mentioned, i.e. Ant Colony Optimization, Grey Wolf Optimizer and Whale Optimization.
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However, it is not yet certain whether changing the initial guess will solve all problems and
will make sure that accurate values are produced by default. This should be further determined
on the basis of new results obtained and analyzed.
The problem of parameter degeneracy may be solved by applying such different algorithms
that search more precisely an initial guess. This will only be the case if it appears that there is
one best value. When degeneracy still exists, it can be considered to pass on multiple initial
estimates to the next algorithm. To succeed in doing this, the entire code must be adjusted
accordingly and there will probably be a need for an extra algorithm in between the current
steps. Since modifying an existing code causes many difficulties, it would probably be easier
to set up completely new code to make it work.
When change in the initial algorithm is not successful, the other algorithms may also have
room for improvement, but those will not be considered in this thesis.

5.1.3 User Friendly updates
Some updates are added to the code to make it more user friendly, focusing on areas where a
possible complicated error could occur during use.
In more places printed warnings or clearly stated errors could be added, to ensure that it can
be easily acted upon and also people who are not so deep into the code understand how to
solve certain errors. This applies to errors mainly caused by something not being provided
properly somewhere in the input and the code not understanding it.
An example of an error or warning that could be useful is when the boundaries are not
properly declared. Then the value is on the edge of the range, by adjusting the range, a better
value can come out.
Adding warnings or errors will not solve all problems, as some errors may occur that are more
complex than properly entering a data file.
Another possibility of an addition could be to make the bandwidth part of the input. The
bandwidth basically represents the error line frequencies can have, to still be matched with a
line in a LAMDA file. Depending on the used instruments this may vary and the user probably
has an indication of what the value could be. This is probably one of the main reasons that
ReverseRADEX works properly for CO and not yet for other molecules. CO’s spectral lines
have a regular pattern and are widely spaced, so the bandwidth does not cause any difficulties
when CO’s data is applied. Conversely, other molecules can have spectral lines with different
information in a smaller spectral range and the bandwidth should be adapted in such cases.
Therefore, it can be useful to change this as an input parameter, rather than having to search
the code to change its value.
Lastly, a graphical user interface could be created to make the programme more accessible.

5.2 Next steps
If the code works properly, that is to say the outcome is similar to what is entered in RADEX
for different molecules than CO, there are several steps that can be taken thereafter.

5.2.1 Different uncertainties
Even if corner plots show a more distinct median when uncertainties are indicated, the values
of the parameter estimates are not necessarily getting better. If this is fixed through
adjustments, different variations of this can also be tested. Now no errors or errors of 10% are
used. Then, testing can also be done with smaller or larger uncertainties to see how that affects
the outcomes and the plots.
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In addition, the default number of 1 for uncertainties, when none is provided, is not a realistic
estimate of the uncertainties. This can be replaced by using a certain percentage as the error
margin of the intensities to calculate an uncertainty that gives a more realistic impression.
This can be replaced by using a certain percentage of the intensities as a margin for the error,
to calculate an uncertainty that gives a more realistic impression.

5.2.2 Different background temperatures
In the scenario where a different wrapper is applied to the code it might be possible to use
other background temperatures. Testing different background temperatures would be necessary
first to see how this affects all the parameters. Then the code can be applied for circumstances
with other background temperatures as well, allowing it to be used more broadly. For example,
when the average interstellar radiation field has to be taken into account.

5.2.3 Real data
When all the previous steps have been fulfilled successfully, the testing of real data can begin.
As a preview manually changes of RADEX data can be tested first, like carried out in this
project too. I expect that real data is likely to bring up some new errors and adjustments may
be needed to keep the code working. The bandwidth will probably also play a role here,
because in real data other uncertainties will emerge than in the RADEX-produced lines. As
suggested in section 5.1.3, the implementation of making bandwidth a variable to be entered
by the user will already make it more accessible and make more of the data efficiently usable.
Suggestions for real data sources are ALMA line surveys, ALMA provides a great database on
their website with data about various molecules . An example of a specific survey of ALMA is4

the Protostellar Interferometric Line Survey (PILS). The aim of this survey is to investigate the
origin of complex organic molecules nearby star forming regions, in this case of the
protostellar binary IRAS 16293-2422. The frequency range goes from 329 to 363 GHz
(Jørgensen et al. 2016).

5.2.4 Different molecules
In this thesis the focus was on testing linear molecules. As they have simpler line spectra. In a
follow up study this can be extended to nonlinear molecules. The LAMDA has supporting files
for this, containing triatomic molecules and larger molecules, e.g. CH3OCHO or PH3.
In parallel, multiple linear molecules can also be added in testing, since only three of those
have now been used.

4 https://almascience.nrao.edu/alma-data
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6 Conclusion
Spectral lines of molecules are crucial when studying molecular clouds and star- and
planet-forming regions, as they provide valuable information about the composition,
temperature, densities and other physical conditions of those regions. Relevant spectral lines
occur mostly in mid and far infrared and (sub)millimeter regions of the electromagnetic
spectrum.
Physical conditions are obtained by comparing observed spectra with theoretical calculations,
adjusting the abundance of elements to maximize the correspondence between theoretical and
observed lines. Existing tools such as RADEX are used to calculate physical conditions, but a
more efficient method is needed. ReverseRADEX, developed in an earlier thesis, aims to
estimate the kinetic temperature, the molecular column density and H2 volume density from
observed line intensities.
The aim of this thesis was testing ReverseRADEX for different molecules and increasing its
usability. The research was carried out by testing linear molecules for various factors that
affected the input of ReveresRADEX. Only computed data from RADEX was used.
The results of the tests were analyzed, based on the numerical and graphical output of
ReverseRADEX.
The findings indicate variability in the accuracy of the results, which goes from the expected
values to outcomes that are off by a factor of 103, depending on the parameters and conditions
that are tested. From the results no clear trend can be observed. Hence, improvements have
been suggested, including implementing different algorithms for initial estimates and adding
warnings and error messages to improve the user experience.
Future steps include testing the programme for different molecules, different uncertainties,
background temperatures and eventually using real observational data. Moreover, several
modifications can be done to extend the programme to be used to nonlinear wider range of
applications in astrophysics.
In conclusion, the code of ReverseRADEX is still too unreliable to use for real data. A lot of
adjustments and testing need to be done before the outcome is of any real use.
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Appendices

A Calling configuration files

Where the config files gets called, this can be found in ReverseRADEX/main.py

The second part, when manually application of the input variables is preferred. This part has
stayed the same.
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B Different number of spectral lines
Estimates for HCl for four spectral lines, with expected values of 2, 14, 8

Estimates for CH+ for 4, 5, 6 and 7 lines, with expected values of 2, 14, 5
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C Implementation BeesAlgorithm
The following images show the attempt of the implementation of BeesAlgorithm to replace the
first algorithm. This can be found in ReverseRADEX/fitting/find_initial_guess.py file, where
the original code has been maintained as much as possible. Many different things have been
tried to debug the code and to connect it to the main programme. Commented attempts and
trials to do so are still in there.
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